Manual / Description pool cover SafeTop®




Material PVC-liner 0,60 mmm blue
Cover is produced according the shape of the steel wall pool
( round, oval shaped, eight shaped )
Cover edge with hang-in-profile P3. Cover will be hanged into the style-handrail

Style-handrail
Hang-in-profile P3




including zipper. If opening the zipper, you can take away the cover,
the upper part of the cover remains in the Style-handrail
Width of the upper part appr. 5 cm > zipper > distance to water surface appr. 25 cm > cover
( please see as an example the following drawing which shows the SafeTop for a pool with
Standard-rail )

Installation:
 please lay some polystyrene plates onto the water surface as a “support” for the cover
( so that cover will not sink down during installation )
 place the beginning of the zipper where the skimmer is located or at oval- and eight shaped
pools in the middle of the curve ( which is usually also the location of the skimmer )
 hang in the cover into the Style-handrail
 take away again the polystyrene plates
Taking away:
 Pump out rainwater and take away dirt which stays on the cover
Cleaning and care:
 Clean with clear water, if necessary with cleaner for swimming pool liners.
 Cover must be stored folded at a shady place. For a longer time, cover must be stored also
clean and dry. Zipper must be treated with Vaseline from time to time.
Winter:
 Never move the cover at minus temperatures. Never take away ice from the cover
Warranty
 3 years warranty for the following characteristics: UV-resistant, rot-resistant, tightness of the
welding seam, frozen-resistant.
 No warranty on the zipper, which is a wear part.
ATTENTION: max. possible weight onto the cover is 30-100 kg, depending on pool shape, pool size,
kind of the handrail. It is NOT ALLOWED to walk or to stay onto the cover !

